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WELCOME LETTER

WELCOME!
Dear Northwest AEE Conference Delegates:

After a year in the planning, we are thrilled to welcome the 2012 Northwest AEE 
Conference to Coast Salish Traditional Territory—Squamish, British Columbia, 
CANADA!

As co-conveners of the conference, we chose this site for many reasons. Squamish 
is the Outdoor Recreation Capital of Canada, known for it’s incredible rock climbing, 
mountaineering, winter sports, ocean and river kayaking, wind surfing, kite boarding, 
paragliding and many other thrilling activities.

Squamish is also steeped in rich cultural history, inhabited by the Squamish People 
since time immemorial. Not far from Camp Squamish is the landing place of the 
thunderbird, the dwelling place of the two-headed sea serpent and many Wild Spirit 
Places still used today for cultural practices. We are deeply honoured to host our 
conference on this land and hope that you will leave feeling a profound connection to 
this special place.

By their very nature, the recreational and cultural opportunities that abound in 
Squamish lend themselves to experiential learning—the foundation of AEE. Part of 
AEE’s philosophy is to “develop people’s capacity to contribute to their communities.”

Our conference theme, Finding Your Edge in Experiential Education, is meant to 
provoke and make you ponder your own edge. Are you walking it and challenging 
yourself? Or are you in the comfort of your safe zone? How about your clients’ 
edge—are you pushing them to it? We believe that Finding Your Edge will help you be 
the best experiential educator possible and in return, allow you to make the greatest 
contribution to your community.

Over the next few days, it is our hope that you and the other 120 experiential 
educators in attendance will have the opportunity to contribute your lively passion for 
EE, to share “edgy” ideas and practices, to make new and lasting connections, to 
have an incredible amount of fun and to celebrate your renewed connection to AEE.

If you haven’t already, we hope that you will Find Your Edge with us here in Squamish!

From our edge to yours,

Bev Oldham & Janey Chang
Conference Co-Conveners
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
The AEE regional conferences are organized 100% 
by volunteers. Regional committee members 
donate a great deal of their time and energy to 
each conference in support of AEE’s mandate. 

2012 CONFERENCE COMMITTEE:

BEV OLDHAM
Co-Convenor, boldham@enviros.org

JANEY CHANG
Co-Convenor, janeysea@gmail.com

MARY SORG
Conference Registrar, marysorg@hotmail.com

ADAM ROSS
Workshops Coordinator, aross@enviros.org

KELLI PARCHER
Silent Auction Coordinator,  
kparcher@co.jefferson.wa.us

ERIK LUVAAS
Website Manager,  
eluvaas@vandals.uidaho.edu

MIKE WALLACE
Bookstore Coordinator, mlwallace@wsu.edu

KRAG UNSOELD
Information Coordinator, krag.unsoeld@gmail.com

JOCELYN WAGNER
Marketing & Communications Officer,  
wagner.jocelyn@gmail.com

ERIN PAUL
Entertainment Coordinator, erineepaul@gmail.com

SHANNON BURNS
Silent Auction Coordinator,  
sburns@co.jefferson.wa.us

BROOKLYNN GRIFFITHS
Service Crew Coordinator, bgriffith@cocc.edu

SHELDON FRANKEN
Teacher Liaison, sfranken@deltasd.bc.ca

If you are interested in sharing your passion 
for experiential education and joining next 
year’s committee, please contact Katie 
Miesle, Regional Chair, kmiesle@yahoo.com.

FRIDAY, APRIL 13

10:00 AM Registration Opens

12:00 PM Silent Auction Opens

1:30-3:00 PM Workshops

3:00-3:30 PM Refreshment Break

3:30-5:00 PM Workshops

5:30-6:30 PM Dinner

6:45-7:00 PM Squamish Welcome

7:00-8:30 PM Playnote

8:30-12:00 AM Dessert | DJ & Music | Bonfire

SATURDAY, APRIL 14

6:45-7:45 AM Sunrise Yoga | Run | Walk

8:00-8:45 AM Breakfast | Professional Groups

8:45-10:15 AM Workshops

10:15-10:30 AM Refreshment Break

10:30-12:00 PM Workshops

12:00-12:45 PM Lunch

12:45-2:15 PM Keynote

2:15-2:25 PM AEE President Address

2:25-2:35 PM Refreshment Break

2:35-4:05 PM Workshops

4:05-4:15 PM Refreshment Break

4:15-5:45 PM Workshops

5:45-6:15 PM Free Time

6:15-7:15 PM Dinner

7:00 PM Silent Auction Closes

7:15-8:15 PM Awards | Silent Auction Winners | 
Live Auction

8:30-12:00 AM Band | Dance | Bonfire

SUNDAY, APRIL 15

7:15-8:15 AM Sunrise Yoga | Run | Walk

8:30-9:15 AM Breakfast | Networking

9:15-9:30 AM Annual General Meeting

9:30-11:00 AM Workshops

11:15-12:15 PM Closing Ceremony

12:15-1:00 PM Lunch | Happy Goodbyes
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SPONSOR & EXHIBITORS

As a valued organization in our community, Outward Bound Canada supports the 
development of experiential education and the professionals who facilitate this 
important alternative practice. Check them out online: www.outwardbound.ca.

EXHIBITOR HALL
During meals and refreshment breaks, connect with representatives of affiliated 
organizations in our Exhibitor Hall Located in the Salish Lodge, take this opportunity 
to ask questions, discover new programs and suppliers.

CHALLENGES UNLIMITED

www.challengesunlimited.com

OUTDOOR COUNCIL OF CANADA

www.outdoorcouncil.ca

OFFICIAL CONFERENCE SPONSOR

ABOUT OBC: “We’re the originals in outdoor experiential education!”

Since 1969, over 80,000 people have taken part in an Outward Bound experience 
in Canada. Our courses compel you to dig deep. With encouragement and support, 
you transcend the illusion of limitation, and find new strength and confidence within 
yourself. It’s a total workout for the body, mind and spirit. 

The Association for Experiential 
Education (AEE) is a non-profit 
international professional organization 
with a mission to develop and promote 
experiential learning. AEE was formed 
in the early 1970s and today has over 
1,500 members in 35 countries. There 
are eight regional affiliates in North 
America. 

AEE does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, age, physical ability or 
professional affiliation in matters 
of employment or application for 
membership. Our intent is to contribute 
to a more just and compassionate 
world by transforming education.
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ABOUT CAMP SQUAMISH
Camp Squamish is one of three BC Easter Seals Camps operated by the British 
Columbia Lions Society for Children with Disabilities. During the summer months, 
these camps provide free overnight camping experiences for children and teens 
with physical and/or mental disabilities. All off-season rental fees (including 
accommodation and catering) help bring these kids to Camp Squamish – for free! 

The camp, located just 45 km north of Vancouver, BC, is based at the foot of Mount 
Garibaldi and at the mouth of the Squamish River. We encourage you to explore the 
surrounding grass fields, forested nature trails, and neighbouring eagle tributary.

VENUE MAP
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9 Parking Lot
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SPEAKERS

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION:

JULIAN NORRIS
With a love for inter-cultural understanding and the Canadian Rocky Mountain 
wilderness, Julian has established himself as a leader in experiential education. 
He has an eclectic background in ecopsychology, community development and 
outdoor education and extensive experience as a facilitator working with at-risk 
youth and existentially-challenged adults. In 1994, Julian co-founded Ghost River 
Rediscovery, a cultural outdoor education program based on Aboriginal traditions 
and values. Today, Julian is the current Director of Innovation and Development 
at Outward Bound Canada where he oversees programs throughout Western 
Canada. He is also the researcher-in-residence at The Banff Centre where he 
examines the practical use of nature-based experiential education to support 
organizational and social change outcomes.

PLAYNOTE PRESENTATION:

JEFF WILLIS
Jeff Willis is the founder and principal consultant for Creative Toolbox. As a skilled 
speaker, facilitator and workshop presenter, Jeff has spent nearly 20 years working 
with a wide variety of communities, businesses, public/independent schools, 
community programs, camps and non-profit organizations across Canada. He 
specializes in helping organizations and people to think out of the box, work more 
collaboratively together, and build a sense of appreciation for the assets we already 
possess. Jeff believes we need to challenge ourselves to discover our potential in 
order to continue to inspire the future, while always striving to learn more.

Jeff will present his playnote, The Canadian Bacon Play. Expect a satirical, hands-
on and adventure-filled experience of why Canadians love their bacon, including 
experiential games such as Beaver Tail Tag and Moose on the Loose. And if the 
weather cooperates, Jeff will take us outside!

GUEST SPEAKERS:

ADDRESS FROM AEE PRESIDENT:

MARY BREUNIG
We are pleased to have AEE President, Mary Breunig, PhD, address our 
conference Saturday afternoon with an update about the state of the Association.
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OPENING CEREMONY: 

SQUAMISH WELCOME
Since time immemorial, the land on which Camp Squamish sits has been 
inhabited by the Squamish People. We are therefore honoured and grateful 
to invite Latashkinem, a member of the Skxwú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish 
Nation), to offer a traditional welcome Friday evening to acknowledge the 
people who have traveled far to participate in the conference and thank them 
for honouring the invitation to be here.

As an employee of the Ayas Men Men Children and Family Service, 
Latashkinem provides cultural programs that help develop a sense of 
belonging to foster the youth’s distinct identity. He has explored many of the  
“Snewayelh” training grounds traversing the mountains and upholding the 
beliefs of the Skwxú7mesh People.

CLOSING CEREMONY: 

SMUDGING CEREMONY
On Sunday afternoon, the conference will close with a Smudging Ceremony 
led by Delmar Williams, member of the Squamish/Lil’wat Nations. The 
Smudging Ceremony is a tradition performed by First Nations people 
throughout many cultures. Clippings of dried herbs are burnt and the resulting 
smoke is brushed by hand or feather over the group. This ceremony is used 
as a way to connect spiritually in a cleaning act to remove unhealthy or hurtful 
things from the body, mind and spirit.

GIVING CREDIT  
WHERE CREDIT IS DUE:

AWARDS 
AEE Northwest has a tradition of 
recognizing the individuals and 
organization in our region who have 
contributed significantly to the field 
of experiential education. Join us 
Saturday evening to celebrate the 
following winners:

PAT MAHER
WILLI UNSOELD AWARD

Named in honor of an experiential 
education pioneer, the Willi Unsoeld 
Award recognizes an exemplary 
professional educator in the 
Northwest Region who emulates 
Willi’s unique spirit and passion 
for transformative education. The 
award recipient will receive $100 
off registration for the 2013 AEE 
NW Conference, a small tree of 
their choice, and the opportunity to 
speak for a few minutes at this year’s 
conference about their work.

CREATIVE TOOLBOX
ORGANIZATION MEMBER OF 
THE YEAR AWARD

This award recognizes one AEE 
Member Organization who has been 
an exemplary experiential education 
leader in the Northwest Region. The 
recipient organization receives $150 
worth of books from the Online AEE 
Bookstore, an invitation to present 
a Playnote at the 2013 AEE NW 
Conference, and the opportunity to 
speak for a few minutes at this year’s 
conference about their work. Last 
year’s award went to Gray Wolf Ranch.

REGIONAL COUNCIL MEMBERS:

KATIE MIESLE
Chair
chairaeenw@gmail.com

KIM HERRICK
Chair Elect 
chairelectaeenw@gmail.com

AARON HANSEN
Past Chair
pastchairaeenw@gmail.com

SONYA WENTWORTH
Treasurer
treasureraeenw@gmail.com

TODD TRAUTNER
Conference Liaison
conferenceaeenw@gmail.com

ILANA GUTTMANN
Council Member-At-Large 
awardsaeenw@gmail.com

JUDY TOOTHAKER
Membership Liaison 
membershipaeenw@gmail.com

CHRIS BRITT
Communications 
communicationaeenw@gmail.com
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THEMATIC STRANDS

WORKSHOP THEMATIC STRANDS
Workshops are a core component of the AEE NW Conference, addressing AEE’s mission to further the development and practice 
of experiential learning. The 2012 AEE NW Conference offers workshops in the following workshop “strands”:

ADVENTURE-BASED 
PROGRAMMING:

(8) Techniques and models used by 
practitioners to foster learning and 
growth in wilderness- and adventure- 
based programs, outdoor education, 
or organized camping. Topics could 
include, but are not limited to: challenge 
course building/design, universal 
programming/design, initiatives and trust 
building activities, climbing, boating, 
expeditions, and wilderness medicine. 

AEE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT:

(9) Workshops designed for AEE current 
and potential leaders and presenters. 
Topics could include, but should not be 
limited to: first-timer orientation, how to 
write a proposal, presenter development 
process, regional or Professional Group 
leader training or development, board 
and committee development, how to 
put on an AEE conference or event, 
general membership meeting, and AEE 
accreditation or publications training or 
meetings. 

ART & SCIENCE OF TEACHING: 

(7, 11, 25) We all teach no matter in 
what thematic strand we operate. Topics 
could include, but are not limited to: 
techniques of effective teaching (i.e., 
what’s in your teaching toolbox?), the 
“art” of teaching, skills necessary to 
be an effective teacher and an efficient 
learner, techniques to enhance learning, 
how multiple ways of seeing and thinking 
influence learning and teaching. 

SCHOOLS & COLLEGES: 

(3, 10, 19, 24) Experiential teaching 
and learning for primary, secondary 
and higher education. Topics could 
include, but are not limited to: 
collaborative learning, empowerment-
based education, service-learning, 
adult education, inquiry and action 
learning, problem-based instruction, 
peer education, simulation and role 
playing, learning style–appropriate 
teaching, and lab-based instruction. 
Workshops may also focus on unique 
theories and models of programs, 
including co-curricular education, 
integrating adventure into the curriculum, 
interdisciplinary learning, learning 
communities, youth development, 
values and character development, and 
community-based education. 

EXPERIENCE-BASED TRAINING & 
DEVELOPMENT: 

(14, 17, 21) Techniques and theories 
to facilitate growth and development 
of and within organizations. Topics 
could include, but are not limited to: 
team building, leadership development, 
assessing clients’ needs, program 
design and evaluation, facilitating 
strategic planning, visioning, business 
transformation, and systems thinking. 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION/
NATURE STUDY: 

(5, 15, 18, 23) Techniques, models, and 
curriculum used by practitioners to foster 
environmental literacy and learning about 
environmental issues and the natural 
world. Topics could include, but are not 
limited to: environmental awareness 

and stewardship, sustainability, nature 
studies, conservation, and minimal-
impact techniques. 

FACILITATION/PROCESSING: 

 (4, 6, 13, 16) Cross-disciplinary 
techniques, tools and models for 
exploring philosophy, practice, 
methodology, self-development and 
growth as a practitioner working with 
groups in a variety of settings. Topics 
could include, but are not limited to: 
challenge by choice, full-value contracts, 
group dynamics and development, 
framing, reflection, facilitating the 
experiential learning cycle, observation 
skills, technical skills, collaboration 
and co-facilitation, and developing 
professional skills. 

MIND/BODY/SPIRIT:  

(1, 12, 26) Integrating all dimensions of 
the human being as an essential aspect 
of experiential education. Topics could 
include, but are not limited to: creativity, 
yoga, meditation, martial arts, personal 
wellness, prayer and other practices 
that involve a synthesis of spirituality, 
mindfulness and body work.

THERAPEUTIC ADVENTURE:

(2, 20, 22) Therapeutic application 
and underlying theories and models 
of adventure-based practice in mental 
health, corrections, substance abuse, 
health and related fields. Topics could 
include, but are not limited to: clinical 
assessment, treatment modalities, ethics 
of client treatment, and workshops that 
blend other forms of experiential practice 
(art, drama, music, animal assisted, etc.) 
for therapeutic purpose.
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TIMES Nootka Lodge Haida Lodge
Arts & Craft 

Building
Board Room BBQ Pavilion

FRIDAY, APRIL 13

1:30-3:00 pm

1 Heart in Hand
2 Experiencing 

New Stories
3 Working  
Backwards

4 Beyond  
Facilitation

5 Finding Nature  
in the City

3:30-5:00 pm
6 Authentic  
Facilitation

7 The Art of  
Wilderness  

Tracking

SATURDAY, APRIL 14

8:45-10:15 am

8 Adventure-Based 
Spiritual Outcomes

9 Resume Writing 
for Adventurers

10 
Social-Emotional 
Learning Through 

Adventure

11 The Art of 
Mentoring

12 Intentional 
Therapeutic Use of 

the Solo Activity10:30-12:00 pm
13 Experiential 

Learning is Core 
Curriculum

14 Implementing 
and Creating 

Themes & Clubs

15 Learning From 
Here

2:30-4:00 pm

16 Enviros 
Experiential 

Learning 
Introduction

17 Addiction, 
Experience & The 

Environment
18 Get Outdoors!

19 Getting 
Students Outside

20 Animal Assisted 
Therapy 101

4:15-5:45 pm 21 Make Them An 
Offer They Can’t 

Refuse

SUNDAY, APRIL 15

9:30-11:00 am
22 Hands On 
Mindfulness

23 GPS 
Eco-Cache

24 Chaperoning 
for Positive Youth 

Development

25 To Hold a Mirror 
to Nature

26 Channeling 
Your Inner Spirit

ACCESS & CONTENT KEY:

(I): Percentage of workshop is interactive.

(L): Percentage of workshop is lecture.

(C): Percentage of workshop is co-creation. 

OPEN TO ALL: Participant may have any level of background in 
experiential education.

BEGINNER: Participant has some understanding or exposure to 
fundamentals of experiential education.

INTERMEDIATE: Participant has training and practice in the field of 
experiential education and has attended past AEE conferences. Some 
previous knowledge required.
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DESCRIPTIONS

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
lead to hyperarousal, intrusion, and 
constriction. Next, we’ll explore key 
concepts of narrative therapy and 
look at ways to integrate them with 
experiential activities and trauma work. 
Then, we’ll consider the use of fun and 
games to help adolescent survivors re-
connect, increase resiliency, and break 
the cycle.

3 WORKING BACKWARDS: 
Developing programs that consider 
students’ positive experiences first

SEAN CARTER

Schools & Colleges | Intermediate 
(L) 15% (I) 35% (C) 50%
Arts & Craft Building | 3 Hours

Most course planning starts with 
objectives generated by educators 
to meet (prescribed) learning 
outcomes. In this workshop we will 
turn this premise on its head and work 
backwards to examine how students’ 
positive experiences, at the end of a 
program, inform the development of 
curriculum that maximizes learning and 
growth. You will come away from this 
workshop with a greater understanding 
of students’ experiences and how you 
can further develop their growth and 
learning having listened to their stories. 
We will work collaboratively using a 
guided inquiry-based approach to 
derive new educational programming.

4 BEYOND FACILITATION
JAMIE BARROW

Facilitation/Processing | Open to All
(L) 35% (I) 65%
Board Room | 90 Minutes

Come ready to play and learn how 
to go beyond facilitating a group 

experience to purposefully developing 
specific new skills. We will explore 
the facilitator’s role in teaching proven 
models, tools and strategies from other 
fields and how to increase the chances 
that your group will use the new skills.
 

5 FINDING NATURE IN THE CITY:  
A hands-on approach

JENNIFER IVINGS

Environmental Education/Nature 
Study | Beginner  
(L) 25% (I) 60% (C) 15%
BBQ Pavilion | 90 Minutes

101 Concrete Ideas for Natural Play! 
Explore the world of nature inside the 
walls of the city. Learn about leading 
outdoors, and how you can connect 
others to nature like you did when 
you were young. This interactive 
experience will challenge your thinking 
and leave you inspired to take children 
and adults outside. Using your five 
senses... Explore! 

6 AUTHENTIC FACILITATION:  
Redefining yourself as a facilitator

MARLI WILLIAMS

Facilitation/Processing | Open to All
(L) 20% (I) 40% (C) 40%
Board Room | 90 Minutes

Authenticity is the key to effective 
facilitation and this workshop will 
address the main components 
that create authentic facilitation. 
Presenters and participants will 
discuss what it means to be an 
“authentic facilitator” in general and 
for the individual practitioner’s work. 
This will include: acknowledging each 
participant’s skills; challenging each 

1 HEART IN HAND:  
A creative inquiry

ROSS LAIRD

Mind/Body/Spirit | Open to All 
(I) 50% (C) 50%
Nootka Lodge | 3 Hours

This workshop playfully and mindfully 
explores the role of creative work 
in self-development, learning, and 
community engagement. Through 
the work of hands—in creative 
expression, movement, and other 
arts—participants will reach for the 
essence of creative endeavor. Using 
the creative approaches explored in 
Ross Laird’s best-selling book, Grain 
of Truth: The Ancient Lessons of Craft, 
the workshop will follow the alchemy 
that begins in the hand as it opens the 
palm and reaches, with supple fingers, 
outward. This reaching, in which the 
hand and heart together grasp the 
world, is the core of creative work.

2 EXPERIENCING NEW STORIES: 
Experiential Learning & Narrative 
Therapy with Adolescent Trauma 
Survivors

DAVID FLACK

Therapeutic Adventure | Intermediate 
(L) 30% (I) 70%
Haida Lodge | 3 Hours

Adolescent trauma survivors often 
have life stories focused on self-
defeating behaviors and perpetual 
“stuckness.” In this workshop, we’ll 
explore ways to combine narrative 
therapy and experiential learning 
to help these youth create new, 
more affirmative stories. First, we’ll 
examine the developmental impact 
of trauma and how trauma can 
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other to critically consider places for 
improvement; identifying barriers to 
personal development and authenticity; 
and addressing ways to move beyond 
those barriers.

7 THE ART OF WILDERNESS 
TRACKING
JENNA RUDOLPH & JAY WADE

Environmental Education/Nature 
Study
Open to All
(L) 25% (I) 60% (C) 15%
BBQ Pavilion | 90 Minutes

This workshop will go over the 
basics of wildlife tracking, including: 
identification of animal track and sign 
for keying out species and individuals; 
observation and awareness techniques 
that help you locate and see more 
wildlife; interpretation of gaits and 
other behaviors from track patterns; 
ecological tracking to enable you to 
predict wildlife activity; as well as 
techniques for bringing wildlife tracking 
into your work as an environmental 
educator. When we begin to have the 
desire to solve nature’s mysteries, 
the opportunities for exploration are 
endless. No previous experience is 
necessary. It’s going to be fun!

8 ADVENTURE-BASED 
SPIRITUAL OUTCOMES:  
A how-to session

PAUL MARSH

Adventure-Based Programming | 
Intermediate
(L) 30% (I) 35% (C) 35%
Nootka Lodge | 90 Minutes

In this workshop, Paul Marsh, PhD, will 
present findings from his research in 

backcountry adventures and various 
consequences related to spiritual 
experiences. Participants will be 
challenged to put these findings into 
practical application during adventure 
programs. Basic understanding/
experience is necessary.

9 RESUME WRITING FOR 
ADVENTURERS
ILANA GUTTMANN

AEE Leadership Development | 
Open to All
(L) 20% (I) 60% (C) 20%
Haida Lodge | 3 Hours

Is teaching rock climbing your dream 
job? Perhaps you like to get paid to 
facilitate team building? This non-
traditional approach to resume writing 
is about getting the job you want even 
if it’s radically different from anything 
you’ve done before. Leave your laptop 
behind and get ready to sweat in this 
off-beat, creative approach to the job 
search process.

10 SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING THROUGH 
ADVENTURE:  
Introduction to experiential games 
& activities

SHELDON FRANKEN

Schools & Colleges | Open to all
(L) 20% (I) 70% (C) 10%
Arts & Crafts Building | 90 Minutes

Explore various adventure-based 
activities to compliment social-
emotional learning within the 
classroom! This workshop will 
emphasize the practice of using 
adventure-learning models for framing 
and debriefing activities. Come ready 

to participate, be active, and engage 
in a variety of adventure activities. 
Collectively we will transform these 
activities into meaningful and practical 
social-emotional learning tools.

11 THE ART OF MENTORING
JENNA RUDOLPH & JAY WADE

The Art & Science of Teaching
Open to All
(L) 10% (I) 45% (C) 45%
Board Room | 90 Minutes

Using the techniques of past and 
current Indigenous Peoples worldwide, 
participants will learn and engage in 
four different teaching styles to convey 
and pass on knowledge as a mentor. 
Mentoring helps people more fully 
develop their gifts and a good mentor 
can engage clients to use these gifts. 
By engaging different teaching styles, 
we can empower everyone because 
everyone learns differently. This hands-
on workshop requires no previous skills 
or knowledge.

12 INTENTIONAL THERAPEUTIC 
APPLICATIONS OF THE SOLO 
ACTIVITY
SAMUEL PLATTS

Mind/Body/Spirit | Open to All
(L) 35% (I) 35% (C) 30%
BBQ Pavilion | 3 Hours

Ever wondered how to help clients 
forsake “at-risk” and embrace “at-
stake” behaviors? This workshop 
will walk through a client’s treatment 
progression with special emphasis on 
the purpose of the solo experience 
through the use of a self-awareness 
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DESCRIPTIONS

tool, “Touchstones.” Participant 
dialogue will help explain how old 
linguistic associations with emotional 
reactions often inhibit new learning, 
how these historical “dragons” 
can keep us trapped, and how the 
reduction of external influence provides 
new perspective.

13 EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IS 
CORE CURRICULUM: 
Environmental learning and 
experience--a made-in BC 
curricular framework

BRUCE FORD

Facilitation/Processing | Open To All
(L) 10% (I) 70% (C) 20%
Nootka Lodge | 90 Minutes
This engaging, fun and practical 
workshop will introduce British 
Columbia’s Environmental Learning 
and Experience Curriculum 
Framework. Participants will explore 
teaching and learning strategies 
and tools to engage students in 
sustainability topics and C.A.R.E. 
(Complexity, Aesthetics, Responsibility 
and Ethics) in the classroom with the 
goal of making sustainability learning 
real, relevant, engaging and local.

14 IMPLEMENTING AND 
CREATING THEMES & CLUBS 
for Community Care Settings, 
Schools and Camp Programs

JEFF WILLIS

Experience-Based Training & 
Development | Intermediate
(L) 20% (I) 70% (C) 10%
Arts & Crafts Building | 90 Minutes

Could you imagine if schools were 
themed each week? What about 

the work place? Learn invaluable 
information of how schools are 
becoming themed based (Earth 
School), where camp programming 
is becoming less generic and more 
focused on niche target groups (Farm 
to Camp, and Where the Wild Things 
Go). Thematic programming is super 
fun, easy and way more interesting 
especially if it will increase the learning 
experience.

15 LEARNING FROM HERE:  
Meaning- and place-based 
experience with the Maple Ridge 
Environmental School

MAPLE RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCHOOL PROJECT MEMBERS: 
JODI MACQUARRIE, JOHN 
TELFORD, LAURA PIERSOL, 
MICHAEL DERBY & VERONICA 
HOTTON

Environmental Education/Nature 
Study | Open to All
(L) 20% (I) 30% (C) 50%
Board Room | 90 Minutes

This workshop explores the 
pedagogical implications of place as 
co-teacher and its effect on the ways 
human beings experience meaning. 
Using a place-based experiential 
inquiry inspired by Aldo Leopold, 
participants will venture out to consider 
the various stories (past, present, and 
future) presented by the conference 
centre and surrounding area of Camp 
Squamish. Through group discussion 
and experiential activities, we will share 
these stories and explore them further 
in relation to the first year of place-
based research at the Maple Ridge 
Environmental School Project  
(http://es.sd42.ca/).

16 ENVIROS EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING INTRODUCTION
MICHELLE GAUDEK

Facilitation/Processing | Beginner
(L) 50% (I) 20% (C) 30%
Nootka Lodge | 3 Hours

Experiential Learning (EL) looks unique 
with every different client, facilitator, 
situation and space. In this workshop 
the participant is invited to leverage 
these differences while exploring 
the functions and conditions that 
structure every EL interaction. This 
workshop replicates the foundational 
training provided to every Enviros staff 
member, including real life examples 
of situations that arise and address 
practical challenges of lack of space, 
motivation and participant buy-in.

17 ADDICTION, EXPERIENCE & 
THE ENVIRONMENT
JEFF COUILLARD

Experience-Based Training & 
Development | Open to All
(L) 33% (I) 33% (C) 33%
Haida Lodge | 3 Hours

If you ever ask the question, “Why?” 
then this workshop is for you! Be 
prepared to look at yourself and the 
world around you with a new set of 
eyes. A wild ride through addiction 
theory, brain research, experiential 
learning, systems thinking and 
ultimately our role as stewards of 
the earth--this workshop explores 
the power of the “transtheoretical” 
approach to problem solving. Last 
year’s feedback included the remark 
“This should be a TED Talk!” It’s not 
(yet) so catch it here in Squamish!

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
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18 GET OUTDOORS!
BRUCE FORD

Environmental Education/Nature 
Study | Beginner
(L) 15% (I) 35% (C) 50%
Arts & Crafts Building | 3 Hours

This workshop will explore the popular 
new educator’s guide, Get Outdoors! 
This resource is for teachers K–12 
in getting their students outside and 
engaged in the outdoor classroom. 
Topics covered in this workshop 
include: addressing barriers to getting 
outdoors; outdoor group management 
tips; field trip checklists; easy-to-
use outdoor activities, ideas and 
worksheets.  Workshop participants 
will engage in activities from the guide 
including “baby steps”–easy and 
powerful sensory awareness activities 
that help develop personal connections 
to nature.

19 GETTING STUDENTS OUTSIDE:  
Experiential education through 
field studies

BRIDGET MCCLARTY & ROBERT 
SHARP

Schools & Colleges | Open to All
(L) 25% (I) 50% (C) 25%
Board Room | 3 Hours

Experiential education through field 
studies offers a wonderful opportunity 
to achieve outdoor pursuits and 
curriculum goals. In addition, students 
are provided with engaging challenges, 
social environments, and meaningful 
activities that serve large communities. 
Bridget and Bob will share their 
experiences teaching secondary 
science-related field studies, and take 
the participants outside to get their 

hands dirty with some field studies 
activities of their own!

20 ANIMAL ASSISTED 
THERAPY 101
ANNIE FLANSBURG-SPIESS & 
GRYPHON (THERAPY DOG) 
Therapeutic Adventure | Open to All
(L) 50% (I) 50%
BBQ Pavilion | 90 Minutes

This workshop introduces Animal 
Assisted Therapy (AAT), with special 
focus on the use of AAT in Adolescent 
Substance Abuse Treatment. We will 
explore the research supporting the 
use and benefits of Animal Assisted 
Therapies, as well as how they can 
be brought into all kinds of settings–-
schools and outdoor activities, to 
private practice. Annie will share 
information about Equine Assisted 
Therapy and her experience training 
Gryphon, a Delta Society (Pet Partners) 
registered dog.

21 MAKE THEM AN OFFER THEY 
CAN’T REFUSE:  
The Art of Challenging 
Conversations

KATIE MIESLE

Experience-Based Training & 
Development | Open to All
(L) 5% (I) 70% (C) 25%
Shelter Building | 90 Minutes

Do you find yourself avoiding conflict, 
waiting to approach people until “the 
time is right?” Feel you can talk to 
anyone except that one person who 
pushes all your buttons? What if it was 
a conversation instead of a conflict, a 
situation over which you had control? 
What if you connected with the person 

instead of the behavior? Imagine the 
possibilities when you create positive 
outcomes for everyone instead of 
being limited by your agenda. Come 
learn strategies to approach the most 
difficult of situations with finesse and 
ease and see the amazing results of 
collaboration in action.

22 HANDS ON MINDFULNESS
DAVID FLACK

Therapeutic Adventure | Open to All
(L) 10% (I) 90%
Nootka Lodge | 90 Minutes

Research has shown that practicing 
mindfulness can be extremely helpful 
to those challenged by addictions, 
depression, ADHD, trauma, and 
more. However, the abstract nature 
of mindfulness can make it difficult 
to teach in a way that translates 
meaningfully into the daily lives of teens 
and younger clients. In this workshop, 
we’ll explore what mindfulness is (and 
what it is not), participate in a variety of 
activities that help make mindfulness 
concrete, and consider the use of 
mindfulness in various clinical settings.

23 GPS ECO-CACHE
JESSE JEWELL

Environmental Education/Nature 
Study | Open to All
(L) 4.5% (I) 95.5%
Haida Lodge | 90 Minutes

The GPS Eco-Cache combines the 
technical navigation skills of using a 
GPS with the basics of ecology using 
waypoints based on our ecological 
biosphere. In true experiential fashion, 
participants will take part in a ten-
waypoint Eco-Cache, engaging in the 
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actual activity they will facilitate with 
students. Each eco-cache destination 
is the answer to an unsolved riddle. 
This fast paced activity is a hit with 
students of most ages.

24 CHAPERONING 
FOR POSITIVE YOUTH 
DEVELOPMENT
BRIAN BRANDT

Schools & Colleges | Open to All
(L) 10% (I) 70% (C) 20%
Arts & Crafts Building | 90 Minutes

While there are many resources 
for the risk management and 
responsibilities of chaperones, there 
is little in how to run a highly engaging 
meeting for learning and positively 
managing behavior. The Washington 
State University 4-H Chaperoning 
curriculum adds experiential education 
methodologies, engagement activities, 
brain-friendly practices and learning 
activities, all with the intention of 
increasing the learning of content 
and specific life skills on trips. This 
gives any beginner chaperone a 
turbo charged tool. The information is 
relevant to intermediate and advanced 
practitioners who want resources to 
share with chaperones they work with.

25 TO HOLD A MIRROR  
TO NATURE
MICHAEL WALLACE

Art & Science of Teaching | 
Intermediate
(I) 80% (C) 20%
Board Room | 90 Minutes
Dramatic and improvisational 
techniques scaffold and develop 
communication skills, and help 
open new dimensions in interaction, 
processing and debriefing. Participants 
will engage in games, challenges and 
processing that utilize the concept 
of “mirroring” and dramatic activity in 
various forms. Experience in facilitation 
will bolster follow up discussion.

26 CHANNELING YOUR  
INNER SPIRIT:  
Discovery and expression through 
creative doll-making

JAMIE REBOUL & JEN CRONK

Mind/Body/Spirit | Open to all
(L) 20% (I) 40% (C) 40%
BBQ Pavilion | 90 Minutes

In this experiential workshop, 
participants will have the opportunity to 
channel their spirit and energy through 
the creation of a figure or “doll.” 
This process will be guided by self-
intuition and spontaneous creativity. 
The objective of this workshop is 
to recognize how art therapy and 
experiential learning activities can 
reconnect participants with themselves 
and develop self-awareness by 
incorporating natural materials from 
our surroundings, scrap textiles, self-
reflection and primitive crafting skills.

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED)
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WORKSHOP PRESENTERS
Family Services in Calgary, Alberta. The 
Starburst program supports junior high 
school girls in becoming resilient young 
woman. Jamie is passionate about this 
program because it provides mentorship 
and support through education and 
experiential learning.

DAVID FLACK (2, 22)

David Flack is the Youth Co-occurring 
Disorders Counselor at the Center 
for Human Services in Shoreline, 
Washington, where he works with 
substance abusing teens that also have 
histories of complex trauma and other 
mental health challenges. He regularly 
presents at AEE’s international and 
regional conferences.

ANNIE FLANSBURG-SPIESS (20)

Annie Flansburg-Spiess is a mental 
health professional working as a 
wilderness therapist. Her M.A. in School/
Community Counseling and B.A. in 
Therapeutic Recreation guide her work 
performing Animal Assisted Therapy. 
Gryphon, a Delta Society (Pet Helpers) 
registered therapy dog, helps her with 
both wilderness therapy and challenge 
courses.

BRUCE FORD (13, 18)

Bruce Ford is Metro Vancouver’s 
Sustainability Education Coordinator. 
Bruce is responsible for Metro 
Vancouver’s School and Youth 
Leadership Programs--supporting 
increased engagement with place-based 
sustainability topics and actions in 
schools, classrooms and communities.

SHELDON FRANKEN (10)

Sheldon Franken has a B.Ed. in Physical 
Education from McGill University and 
M.A. in Counseling Psychology from 

JAMIE BARROW (4)

Jamie Barrow is OMADA Teambuilding’s 
Director at Trinity Western University 
and has been managing experiential 
education programs for the last 17 
years. Jamie’s passion for training 
and development has driven him to 
consistently refine how he facilitates.

BRIAN BRANDT (24)

Brian Brandt, faculty member at 
Washington State University, works with 
individuals and organizations (schools, 
camps and afterschool programs) to 
support Positive Youth Development. His 
focus includes building high functioning 
learning communities, experiential 
programs, BSLC (building sustainable 
learning communities), youth gardens, 
nutrition education, PE, chaperoned 
events and STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics).

SEAN CARTER (3)

Sean Carter has worked as an educator 
for 19 years. He worked four years as 
an Outward Bound instructor and then 
pioneered an outdoor education mini-
school for city youth. Sean transferred 
to a new Homelearners’ program 
investigating other experiential models of 
learning for younger students.

JEFF COUILLARD (17)

Jeff Couillard currently supervises 
Enviros’ Base Camp, an addictions 
treatment center for youth in Alberta. 
He has a broad and varied background 
in wilderness and adventure therapy, 
as well as community and sustainable 
development.

JEN CRONK (26)

Jen Cronk is a facilitator of the 
Starburst Program through Calgary 

UBC. He is currently an elementary 
school counselor with the Delta School 
District. His passion is using experiential 
education to enhance social and 
emotional learning.

MICHELLE GAUDEK (16)

Michelle Gaudek is a Registered Social 
Worker specializing in Experiential 
Learning (EL) as a tool in supporting 
change. She is the EL Coordinator with 
Enviros Wilderness School Association, 
supporting Enviros employees through 
her passion for EL.

ILANA GUTTMANN (9)

Ilana Guttmann makes the grown-up 
world safe for experiential education. 
She wrangles kids, keeps bees, and 
guides kayak trips in southeast Alaska.

JENNIFER IVINGS (5)

Jennifer Ivings is an Early Childhood 
Educator, teaching in a leadership 
position at a 4-hour outdoor focused 
Preschool, as well as before- and 
after-school programs. She grew up 
on the Sunshine Coast and enjoys the 
outdoors, and leading others on various 
adventures.

JESSE JEWELL (23)

Jesse Jewell currently works as the 
Experiential Curriculum coordinator for 
the Yukon Department of Education. He 
is passionate about experiential learning 
and its ability to inspire youth and secure 
knowledge.

ROSS LAIRD (1)

Ross Laird is a consultant, professor, 
author, and creative artist. He works with 
educators, counselors, social service 
providers, and other purpose-minded 
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folks on a wide variety of creative 
projects and interdisciplinary initiatives.

MAPLE RIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCHOOL (15)

Maple Ridge Environmental School has 
worked with the community of Maple 
Ridge since August 2008 to establish a 
public K–7 school and learning centre. 
Theory and practice of the project is 
supported by place-based, imaginative 
and ecological education. Learning and 
teaching is experiential in context and 
activities engage the mind, body, and 
heart. All presenters are members of the 
project.

PAUL MARSH (8)

Paul Marsh, PhD, is an avid back-
country skier, a sailor, and an adventure 
enthusiast. In his spare time he facilitates 
personal growth and learning in Outdoor 
Adventure Leadership, using the 
wilderness of northern California.

BRIDGET MCCLARTY (19)

Bridget McClarty was a wildlife biologist 
before becoming a science teacher, 
and has taught experiential education 
programs in Alberta, Yukon, and BC. 

KATIE MIESLE (21)

Katie Miesle draws on 15 years 
of experience to share a dynamic 
facilitation model to energize your work 
as a public speaker and collaborator. Her 
work in AEE has included wilderness trip 
programs, challenge course facilitation, 
environmental education, corporate 
trainings, and summer camp.

SAMUEL PLATTS (12)

Samuel Platts’ love, and comfort, 
in the wilderness came during an 

eight-year career as a treeplanter. This 
is also where he got life experience 
with addiction. Now, as an Addiction 
Support Worker with Enviros Shunda 
Creek, Sam’s background as a 
recovering addict, along with a degree in 
Psychology, have provided him a unique 
insight into the wilderness adventure 
model in terms of its application for drug 
and alcohol addiction recovery.

JAMIE REBOUL (26)

Jamie Reboul is a facilitator of the 
Starburst Program through Calgary 
Family Services in Calgary, Alberta. The 
Starburst program supports junior high 
school girls in becoming resilient young 
woman. Jamie is passionate about this 
program because it provides mentorship 
and support through education and 
experiential learning.

JENNA RUDOLPH (7, 11)

Jenna Rudolph is co-founder, director 
and lead instructor at Eagle Awareness 
School. She studied and taught with the 
Wilderness Awareness School and has 
been an educator and mentor for the last 
6 years. Her passions included herbal 
medicine, weaving, story-telling and 
wildlife tracking. 

ROBERT SHARP (19)

Robert (Bob) Sharp has been principal, 
Director of Research, Superintendent, 
Coordinator of Curriculum Development 
and teacher throughout the 43 years he 
has lived in the Yukon.

JAY WADE (7, 11)

Jay Wade has been a naturalist and 
environmental educator for the past 
seven years. Graduating with a degree 
in Environmental Studies and Biology, 

Jay took flight to study birds. From 
the Aleutian Islands to the Delmarva 
Peninsula, and places in between, he 
worked with organizations researching 
birds to help aid in their conservation. He 
uses the art of mentoring techniques in 
his work.

MICHAEL WALLACE (25)

Michael Wallace has been a member of 
AEE for at least five years. He currently 
serves as an educator with Washington 
State University Whatcom County 
Extension where he teaches challenge 
and team building. He co-convened the 
NWAEE Conference in Bellingham and 
offered “Drama in the Debrief.”

MARLI WILLIAMS (6)

Marli Williams, M.Ed., is an educator 
from Western Washington University. Her 
background includes experience working 
in wilderness therapy, outdoor recreation 
and, most recently, higher education. 
The energy and passion Marli brings to 
her workshops motivate people to take 
action towards improving meaningful 
facilitation skills.

JEFF WILLIS (14)

Jeff “Willy” Willis is a professional 
speaker, facilitator and workshop 
presenter who has spent over 20 
years working with a wide variety of 
communities, businesses, public and 
independent schools, community 
programs, camps and non-profit 
organizations across Canada. Jeff is 
also an Executive Director of a large 
Vancouver-based outdoor centre.

WORKSHOP PRESENTERS (CONTINUED)
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What can I expect from the on-site accommodation?

Dorm rooms are basic “camp” style and located in Nootka 
and Haida Lodges. Lodges are heated and contain 
bathrooms and showers on both floors, and a lounge area 
with fireplace and TV/DVD. Electrical outlets can be found in 
most rooms.

Where do I get linens?

Participants staying in dorms are asked to bring their own 
sleeping bags and pillows however linens (including pillows) 
can be rented for $6.50. Please notify the Conference 
Registrar.

Where can I set up my tent?

For those tenting, you will be directed from the Registration 
Table to park your car and set up tents at the designated 
area. Tenters have access to bathrooms and showers in the 
Lodges. Note: There are no RV hook-ups available.

Can I store food in my room?

No, please do not store food in the Lodges as it will attract 
rodents. Check with the Conference Registrar to store your 
personal food in the central fridge.

When will meals be served?

Your conference fee includes all meals from Friday dinner 
through to Sunday lunch. All meals are served in the Dining 
Hall and include vegetarian options if specified during the 
registration process. No lunch is served Friday. Please refer to 
the Conference Schedule for specific meal times.

What if I get hungry between workshops?

A communal potluck-style snack bar will be hosted in the Dining 
Hall throughout the weekend. Every participant is encouraged 
to contribute a dozen of their favourite healthy snacks, and all 
participants are welcome to fuel up!

Where can I ask questions about the conference?

Please visit the Registration Table in the Salish Lodge during 
registration hours: Friday, 10:00 am to 9:00 pm, and Saturday, 
10:00 am to 12:30 pm. At all times, feel free to connect with any 
Conference Committee Member for help.

Can I consume alcohol on site?

Alcohol is permitted on site and is to be consumed in 
moderation. No sales of alcohol will be available but conference 
participants are welcome to bring their own. Sealed bottles can 
be stored in lodges. Please avoid attracting rodents by storing 
opened bottles in the kitchen. The closest liquor store to camp 
is in the Garibaldi Village Shopping Centre south of Camp 
Squamish, east off Sea-to-Sky Highway. 

Is there Wi-Fi internet available on site?

Yes! Wi-Fi is available free of charge.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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ENTERTAINMENT
Each evening of the conference offers opportunities to socialize at the BBQ Pavilion 
with your fellow EE peers around the bonfire and enjoy talented local entertainment! 

FRIDAY NIGHT
DJ Delmar Williams will provide the tunes Friday night. When he’s not mixing and 
party rocking, make sure to ask Delmar about his stories as a certified guide and 
bushcraft instructor!

SATURDAY NIGHT
Hit the dance floor again Saturday night for our live band, Good For Grapes! This 
BC-born band is an original folk/alternative six piece that blends an amazing live 
show with spell-binding creative vocal harmonies. Grand-prize winners of the 
Rogers Battle of the Bands competition, Good For Grapes is sure to fill the dance 
floor!

MORNING 
ACTIVITIES
Each morning, bright and early, meet at 
the Salish lodge for a group run or walk 
along the dyke or Eagle Run viewing 
facility across the road from camp. Or 
join in yoga Saturday morning!

BYOT-SHIRT  
SILKSCREENING STATION
Learn how to silkscreen your own t-shirt! To help share your passion for 
experiential education with the world, we’ve worked with local artist, Cam 
Thorpe, to develop this unique silkscreen graphic. Bring your own t-shirt 
(BYOT) to Salish Lodge on Friday afternoon and Saturday evening and Cam 
and Jocelyn Wagner will teach you how to use this very simple equipment! 
You’ll learn something new, reduce the waste of single-use clothing, support a 
local artist, and spark meaningful conversations! 

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE: CAM THORPE

ARTIST STATEMENT:  
“When found on a dark path, give time for your pupils eyes to 
adjust; light comes in time. Through all your adversity, gain strength. 
Influenced by my experiences on the West Coast and those I love 
most, I create art to build community and express my gratitude.”

Based in North Vancouver, Cam is an outdoor educator, ski 
patroller, explorer, and lover of grandma-isms.

KOMBUCHA 
TEA BY 
DONATION
After you’ve silkscreened some 
t-shirt art, enjoy some tea art! Our 
Artist in Residence will be sharing his 
delicious “Cambucha” tea by donation. 
Kombucha (as it’s commonly known) is 
a non-alcoholic, fermented tea that is 
believed to have great health benefits. 
It takes like a cross between sparking 
apple cider and champagne, depending 
on the type of tea used. It’s origins trace 
back 2,000 years to the Far East!
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NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
During breakfast and lunch on Saturday, you will have an opportunity to network with 
the professional or affiliation group of your choice. It’s a great way to meet people, 
have great discussions, get your questions answered if you’re new to AEE, or even 
find a potential employee or employer!

PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

Experience-based Training & Development: For those who are actively 
using or pursuing the use of experiential methods for training and development in 
organizations.

Schools & Colleges: For those who are committed to the development and 
promotion of experiential learning in school and college settings.

Outdoor & Adventure Education Programs: The broad umbrella of OAEP covers 
a variety of programs and ideas as well as being a component of the historical roots 
of the Association for Experiential Education.

Therapeutic Adventure: For those who are using adventure-based practice and 
the philosophy of experiential education therapeutically within the fields of health, 
mental health, corrections, education and other human service fields.

AFFILIATION GROUPS

Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals, Transgenders & Allies: Group composed of 
practitioners involved in educational programming and research on LGBT issues and 
activism.

Natives, Africans, Asians, Latino(a)s & Allies: Elevating the consciousness 
of AEE’s membership towards oppression, exploitation and human suffering, and 
advocating for social and economic justice within experiential education by developing 
and implementing new strategies for sharing “power.”

Old Folks & Allies: Creating space for AEE’s elders to connect with each other, 
share their wisdom with those newer to the field, and contribute to the promotion of 
experiential education through their connections, projects and initiatives.

Women’s Professional Group: Sharing a communality of concerns as women 
engaged in experiential education and voicing their interests, needs and concerns of 
women within AEE and the larger professional communities.

Canadian Affiliation Group: Sharing resources, networking, and exploring issues 
from a Canadian perspective.

International Affiliation Group: Providing the global community with a forum to 
share perspectives and ideas.

SILENT & 
LIVE AUCTION 
AND RAFFLE 
PRIZES
Place your bids Saturday evening for an 
array of gear, clothing, and once-in-a-
lifetime adventures! Auction items will 
be on display for bidding in the Salish 
Lodge Saturday evening with auction 
winners announced after the Awards 
Ceremony. Raffle tickets can also be 
purchased throughout the weekend from 
Conference Committee Members, with 
regular draws made during meal times.

All funds and in-kind donations raised 
will contribute directly to: the operation 
of AEE Northwest; future conferences; 
and our mission to support experiential 
education. 

If you have items to contribute to the 
Auction or Raffle, please drop them off 
with the Conference Registrar.

BROWSING 
LIBRARY
Discover new, recommended resources 
without risking the upfront cost of 
purchase! In lieu of an official bookstore, 
conference participants are invited to 
bring and share their most useful, 
educational, interesting theory books 
and practical guides from their personal 
collection. 

Drop off your books with Michael 
Wallace in the Salish Lodge and we’ll log 
your books into our inventory. When the 
conference is over, your books will be 
waiting for you at pick up!



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enviros hires dynamic, enthusiastic and dedicated staff. We are an Agency which is 
rapidly becoming the employer of choice in Alberta where experiential and adventure 
therapy practitioners thrive in our work setting which is committed to enhancing the 
quality of family life in Alberta. At Enviros we engage children, youth, adults and families 
in experiential-based opportunities to support them in learning and developing skills that 
foster independence. 
 
Do you want to work for the leading social service organization in Alberta that provides 
an Experiential Therapeutic model that is an interactive, hands-on approach for working 
through life challenges? 
 
Here is a little more about our history and the range of programs that fall under the 
umbrella of Enviros.  Since 1976 Enviros has offered innovative, family oriented 
programming.  Enviros has developed programs, transferring the wilderness learning’s 
into the urban, community and family environment.  Since becoming an incorporated 
non-profit society in 1980, Enviros has grown to become one of the region’s most 
flexible and adaptive children, youth, and family service agencies.  Today Enviros 
provides seven community based programs including Foster Care, High Fidelity 
Wraparound, FASD support, Youth Transition to Adulthood, Student Health Partnership: 
Family-School Liaison Program and Respite Care.  We deliver an adolescent and young 
adult male 12-week wilderness based addiction treatment programs, three Child 
Welfare residential programs and a Young Offender Open Custody program. 
 
To join our team and develop your career to new heights please check out our website 
www.enviros.org, our job board will provide you with all the necessary information to 
apply for exciting opportunities.  With the necessary documents in hand, we invite you 
to consider us as an employment option or as a practicum site for your student 
placement.   
 
Want to learn more?  Feel free to contact us through careers@enviros.org  

 
#13, 2115 - 27 Avenue NE Calgary, Alberta, Canada 

www.enviros.org 

 


